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casio 1500t-7v manual
View and Download Casio Pathfinder PAW1500 operation manual online. Casio Pathfinder PAW1500
User Guide. Shop Casio PRO TREK Unisex Watch PRW15001VER.Reload to refresh your session.
Reload to refresh your session. I was extremely involved with the features that each watch had aside
from it telling the time. Features such as the calendar, timer, alarm, and chronograph kept me
comfortable in the knowledge that I had these tools at my disposal if I needed them. I then started
getting watches with such amazing for me at the time functions like a calculator, thermometer, or a
world timer. I liked to mix and match the models to find the one that had the most features I wanted.
Those with the most features always seemed to be a bit more than my dad wanted to spend which
was fine as there is only so much that a kid needs I needed something to look forward to right. The
last fulltime Casio watch I had was in high school, and was a Casio GShock. So for a huge chunk of
my life, I was a dedicated Casio watch lover. I finally got that dream Casio watch I always wanted,
and I have to admit it is damn satisfying. Of course there is a distinct element of “I’ve always wanted
one of these,” in my current joy, but at the same time there is a level of refinement in a watch like
this that you don’t even have in Swiss watches which related to the user experience with the
fucntions More on that in a bit, lets go over what this beast is. This is Casio’s newest and most
feature rich Pathfinder series watch model PAW1500T7V. Its major claim to fame is its relatively
thin size and complete list of features and functions. In fact, Casio watches are some of the best
values around, period. Using my own language, I am going to write out a list of what I think best
sums up the Casio Pathfinder PAW1500T I’ve never known of any other watch that has all these
features together.http://www.mybyblos.com/userfiles/bt5020-manual.xml
casio prw-1500t-7ver manual, 1.0, casio prw-1500t-7ver manual.
This watch is due for placement as another Casio Pathfinder watch is on the “ watches fit for
survival on deserted island list.” Check out the link if you haven’t already read one of my favorite
articles that I wrote back when I first started the site.The main screen is very well designed, and is a
result of Casio figuring out what to do best after years of trials. So many other watches like this push
the time out of the way. The calendar functions sit above and below the time, with the moon phase
being off to the left side. Other details on the face include information about daylight savings time
DST, the state of the battery and whether the watch is in power savings mode. An easy to use
backlight button is placed below the face, and an auto backlight can be turned on when tilt your
wrist so you don’t even need two hands. Which is an issue with the watch, but something you really
can’t get around. The basic features of this watch are easy to use, but to be an expert with all the
functionality you’ll need to delve into the manual. Casio, I have to give it to you, you have probably
the best watch instruction manuals on the planet. Really, some other brands don’t have manuals at
all, or ones that are worthless. Not Casio. With them you get a well written, clear guide to operating
your watch. Look at the picture of the watch sitting on the manual. Pretty thick the English language
section is still about 120 pages, but purposeful. The sections on the LCD display are cleverly used for
several purposes. For example, the area with the smaller pixels used to tell the date is also used as
the graph for the barometric pressure. The dial and screen is interesting to look at closely. Along
with all the detail, you really appreciate everything that the watch does. The outermost ring is a
rotating bezel, which is mostly used for navigational purposes in combination with the compass.
There are little micro clicks, but it moves pretty
smoothly.http://www.yokotobi.com.br/userfiles/bt300-manual.xml
The bezel is a bit easy to move out of place and tricky recenter perfectly, but then again it adds a

level of precision to the functionality. If you don’t know what I mean you will when you have the
watch. The first part of the screen itself is the solar panel. You really wouldn’t notice it unless you
know what it was as it is covered with little indicators that are used as part of the various functions.
This was Casio’s clever way of not only hiding the solar panel, but also allowing for it to be placed on
a watch with an LCD panel. Moving in more is a thin ring. In the default mode this helps you count
the seconds in an analog manner, but also is used for such functions as the compass and others. On
the main dial you see a small sectioned orb on the top left, that is the moon phase display, and at the
lower part of the dial is the special graph for the tide chart. This is all I will go over, if I went on like
this, talking about each screen, you’d probably stop reading. Just know that pushing the “MODE”
button or one of the dedicated function buttons on the right of the watch cycles through the various
screens. Lots to play with and keep you occupied all it needs now are games to play with. This goes
along with the radio controlled part. These two features are very welcome and work particularly well
in the PAW1500T. Casio has had year to improve and polish these functions, and it shows. The solar
panel is charged by any light, not just the sun. The brighter the light, the faster it charges. At full
charge the watch will last a long time, months really. Still, the watch is stingy with power, which is
good. If the watch is out of light for long enough, it goes into power saving mode. This means the
entire screen turns off, even though the watch is still technically on. It does this to save power. If
you are wearing the watch and this happens, you just need to press and button to turn the screen
back on.
Alternatively, the moment the watch is exposed to any light, it automatically turns back on this is
really cool. As for the atomic clock aspect of the watch, things work equally well.It doesn’t do so all
the time as it would draw on the power too much. The watch has an antenna built in the top of the
watch for this purpose. It will bore you to cover this more I am sure, but this is a well integrated
function of the watch and results in making sure that the watch is always very accurate as it syncs
with the atomic clock located in Fort Collins, CO, here in the states. While not a “thin” watch
comparatively speaking, it does not feel too hefty and sits well on the wrist. Further, the titanium
bracelet makes the watch quite light. Plus the bracelet is tapered so that it is not too thick all the
way around an important feature. The triple locking deployment is easy to use and smooth. You’d
think this Pathfinder watch weighed more given the size, but it does not. Yes, it does have its share
of plastic, but none of the materials are cheap feeling. At about 50mm wide, the case is big though it
wears smaller than it looks. The large flat case stays solidly on the top of your wrist and does not
slide around I am happy to say. From a style standpoint this watch is all tech looking. Men will love
the design. It is perfect for any activity, but I wouldn’t wear it with a suit.Few watches I have feel so
right on my wrist, even if they are more classy and feature more exotic materials and manufacturing.
Perhaps is it a vestige of when I was a kid and am now just so happy to have the coolest watch
around on my wrist. Or is it something else. Does Casio have some special watch making formula
that just beats everyone else when it comes to immediate gratification and utility. I am not sure, but
what I do know is that I won’t be giving this watch away, and I am quite happy and comforted that
Casio keeps making watches like these. Which brings me to a final point.
For that reason so much effort is put into basic user functionality and enjoyment, because the watch
has to work for, and appeal to so many people. This is what I mean by a highly refined watch, and
this is what you get with the Casio Pathfinder. It is a watch perfectly suited for telling you the time
plus lots of other appreciate information in a reliably and most important enjoyable way. For all that,
it gets my aBlogtoRead.com Seal of Approval Award. casio.com. Create one here. Note that the
product illustrations in this manual are intended for reference only. 6 or 7 days function sleep.
Blank, with PS 1,500 kilometers. PRW1500T7VER PDF Manual,,,, Creators are allowed to post
content they produce to the platform, so long as they comply with our policies. United Kingdom.
Company number 10637289. Proto spolecne s dalsimiManual se takeTakto oznacene hodinky si s
sebou rozhodne nebereme do vany ani do bazenu. Vodotesnost hodinek se bezne udava ve trech

ruznych jednotkach. V metrech m, barech bar nebo atmosferach atm. Vsechny tri jednotky oznacuji
jednu velicinu a tou je tlak vodniho sloupce, ktery na hodinky pusobi. 1 metr vodniho sloupce
odpovida tlaku 0,1 baru nebo 0,1 atmosfery. Kdyz je tedy uveden na hodinkach udaj 100 m, 10 bar
nebo 10 atm, vzdy to znamena, ze hodinky v laboratornich podminkach vydrzi tlak vody, ktery je ve
100 metrech pri normou stanovene teplote a hustote vody. Casto vsak vznika mylny predpoklad, ze
tato hodnota zaroven znamena hloubku, do ktere se s hodinkami bez uhony muze potopit i majitel
hodinek. Teoreticky tomu tak je, ovsem za predpokladu, ze se clovek potopi do ciste klidne vody bez
hnuti a za stale teploty. Takova situace je vsak vice nez malo pravdepodobna, skutecna bezpecna
hloubka v beznem zivote je daleko nizsi. Testy hodinek probihaji v laboratornich podminkach a tedy
za idealnich predpokladu. Ty ale pri potapeni bezne nenastanou.
Namahani hodinek pod vodou zavisi take na tom, jak se s nimi pohybujete, zda s nimi do neceho
neuderite. Pokud se potapite v mori, ohrozuje je agresivni slana voda a chemikalie.Automaticke
elektricke podsviceni Pri nakloneni hodinek smerem k obliceji se automaticky zapne podsviceni
displeje nebo ciferniku. Elektricke podsviceni Podsviceni displeje nebo ciferniku. Luminiscencni
vrstva Fluorescencni povlak umoznuje po nasvetleni po dobu temer 6 hodin sledovat cas i za snizene
viditelnosti nebo v uplne tme. Podsviceni LED diodou Pro podsviceni ciferniku nebo displeje je
pouzita LED dioda. INDIGLO Pouze u hodinek Timex. Jedna se o celoplosne podsviceni displeje nebo
ciferniku. Trigalight Prevratna technologie osvetleni rucicek a indexu hodinek TRASER. Jedna se o
mikrokapsle naplnene radioaktivnim plynem neustale vyzarujicim svetlo bez nutnosti jakehokoliv
nasvecovani.Datumovka Zobrazuje aktualni datum pomoci cisla. Muze byt automaticka, jednomistna
nebo dvoumistna a byva umistena v malem okenku na ciferniku. Den v tydnu Zobrazuje nazev dne v
tydnu pomoci jeho cizojazycne zkratky v malem okenku na ciferniku nebo pomoci rucicky a ciferniku
s nazvy dni. Dualni cas Zobrazuje cas ve dvou, uzivatelem zvolenych, casovych pasmech.
Hloubkomer Pomoci cidla tlaku je na displeji digitalnich hodinek zobrazovana hloubka ponoru pri
potapeni. Kompas Vestaveny senzor ukazujici magneticky severni pol. Perpetual Calendar
Predprogramovany kalendar na mechanicke bazi, rozlisuje delku mesicu a prestupne roky. Plne
automaticky kalendar Funkce nekterych digitalnich a kombinovanych hodinek, u kterych je kalendar
predprogramovan na nekolik desitek let dopredu. Svetovy cas Zobrazuje casy v ruznych casovych
zonach sveta. Teplomer Vestavene cidlo pro snimani teploty. Pro presne mereni nesmi byt hodinky
nasazeny na ruce. Vyskomer Vestavene cidlo tlaku s prepoctem na nadmorskou vysku.
Monitor srdecniho tepu Funkce sportovnich hodinek, kterou muzete sledovat vas aktualni tep reakci
vaseho organismu na danou fyzickou zatez behem vykonavane sportovni aktivity. Radiove rizene
Hodinky jsou schopny prijmout radiovy signal a tim se i samy seridi. Treningove funkce Tyto hodinky
umi daleko vice nez snimace srdecniho tepu. Po dosazeni nuly upozorni tonem. Nektere z hodinek
maji i yachttimer, coz je timer uzpusobeny pro startovni odpocet regat.U digitalnich hodinek muze
byt alarmu nekolik. Upominka Upozorneni tonem na zadany datum. Efektovy alarm Misto obvykleho
zvukoveho signalu zni melodie, pripadne mohou hodinky i vibrovat. Hodinovy signal Vypinatelne
zvukove oznameni kazde cele hodiny. Multi alarm Jednoduchy alarm opakujici se kazdych 24 hodin
spolu s alarmem v pevne urcenou dobu cas, den, mesic. Snooze Funkce opakovaneho buzeni, pouze
u digitalnich hodinek. Nikdy Vas nenecha zaspat.Digitalni Takto se oznacuji hodinky s digitalnim
vystupem ukazatele casu cislice na displeji. Binarni Po secteni hodnot v binarnim kodu ziskame dany
cas nebo datum. Binarni kod 1;2;4;8;16;32. Dvojkova soustava Binarni soustava je ciselna soustava
mocnin cisla 2. Kombinovane Zobrazeni casu pomoci rucicek v kombinaci s digitalnim displejem.U
automatickych strojku pruzinu svinuje pohyb ruky pri beznem noseni hodinek. Energii dodava
strojku baterie. Citizen EcoDrive Jedinecny system pohonu ECODRIVE vyvinuty firmou CITIZEN v
sobe spojuje nejvyssi ekonomicke, ekologicke a esteticke naroky. Konec vymen baterii. ECODRIVE
meni slunecni, nebo umele svetlo v cistou energii. Rozbeh jiz po jedne minute osvitu, rezerva chodu
az 500dni. Ekologicky a zaroven levny pohon, protoze pouziva zakladni prirodni zdroj svetlo.
Ekologicky, protoze nezatezuje prirodu odpady z vypotrebovanych baterii a levny, protoze nemusite

platit za vymeny baterii. Fossil Twist Jedna se o kombinovany strojek s presnosti Quartzoveho a
estetikou automatu.
Vterinova rucicka je pohanena automatem, ostatni rucicky strojkem Quartzovym. Seiko kinetic
System automaticky vytvari potrebnou energii vyuzitim pohybu lidske ruky. Pohyb paze uzivatele
hodinek vytvari vibrace, ktere jsou prenaseny do generatoru. Cast vyprodukovane energie je vyuzita
k pohonu strojku, cast je uchovavana v integrovanem kondenzatoru. Takoveto usporadani zarucuje,
ze se hodinky nezastavi, ani pokud je majitel na nekolik dni odlozi. V pripade, ze je klidove obdobi
delsi, zastavuje se pohyb rucicek, ale uchovavana energie je dostatecna k obnoveni chodu hodinek
pouhymi nekolika pohyby. Natahovani Strojek pohani natazena pruzina svym postupnym
rozbalovanim. Natahovanim pres korunku se pruzina svinuje. Bezne hodinky vydrzi jeden az dva dny,
ty nejkvalitnejsi hodinky az dva tydny. Quartz solarni napajeni Solarni panely zabudovane pod
cifernikem doplnuji energii pro zasazeny vysokokapacitni kondenzator. Karbon Jinymi slovy uhlik,
velice lehky, pevny a nehorlavy prvek, pouzivany vetsinou pro vyrobu sportovnich a armadnich
hodinek. Keramika Velmi atraktivni a tvrdy material, jedna se o takzvany HighTech material. Kevlar
Kevlar je jiny nazev pro poliamidova vlakna, ktera vynikaji svou pruznosti, pevnosti v tahu a
oderuvzdornosti. Kevlar se pouziva napriklad take pri vyrobe neprustrelnych vest. Mosaz Slitina
medi a zinku s atraktivnim vzhledem. Ocel Nerezova ocel stainless steel. Kvalitni, nekorodujici kov,
jehoz nevyhodou je vetsi hmotnost. Plast Lehky, krehky, antialergenni material. Vhodny pro
sportovni pouziti. Pozlacena ocel Ocel pozlacena vrstvou zlata o tloustce 510 m mikronu. Pryz Pryz,
nespravne guma, je velice pruzny, vodeodolny material, proto se pouziva prevazne pro vyrobu
reminku ke sportovnim hodinkam. Silikon Podobne jako u pryze se jedna o pruzny, vodoodpudivy
material, pouze s jinym slozenim. Textil Jednotliva textilni vlakna spletena do tkaniny, takzvane
textilie, ktera vynika predevsim nizkou hmotnosti a nenarocnou udrzbou.
Titan Velmi kvalitni lehky a tvrdy kov, ktery je vhodny predevsim pro alergiky.Cifernik je tak dobre
citelny i za primeho svitu. Mineralni sklo Sklo s primesi kremene. Tvrdost je vyssi, nez u
akrylatoveho sklicka. Plastove sklo Akrylatove sklicko, nachazi se u vsech modelu, nenili uvedeno
jinak. Vyuziva se predevsim u detskych typu hodinek. Safirove sklo Safirove sklicko je synteticky
safir, tedy pruhledna verze korundu. Jedna se o nejtvrdsi druh skla, ktery je u hodinek pouzivan.
Neznamena to vsak, ze jej nelze poskrabat, pouze je proti oderu a vrypum nejvice odolne. Sfericke
sklo Sklo vypoukle do tvaru cocky, ktera zajistuje lepsi citelnost ciferniku.Udava hlavni pouzity
material, bez ohledu na materialove kombinace Aluminium Chemicky znacne odolny material
vynikajici svou nizkou hmotnosti. Titan Velmi kvalitni lehky a tvrdy kov, ktery je vhodny predevsim
pro alergiky.Zkuste Google vyhledavani! Dakujem.Kdybych ho mel, tak to udelam ale na jsem ho
hledal zde a nenase. Takovy internet podle me je k nicemu. V pdstate zijete na ukor druhych a nejste
k nicem.. navod k hodinkam Hodinky panske Citizen EcoDrive Pilot Radiocontrolled AS402052E
Vlozil Peter Vozar 20200818 165047 DObry den poprosim o zaslanie navodu k Hodinkam Citizen
AS402052E EcoDrive Promaster SKY. Dakujem. navod k hodinkam Hodinky panske Citizen EcoDrive
Pilot Radiocontrolled AS402052E Vlozil Peter Vozar 20200818 164536 DObry den poprosim o
zaslanie navodu k Hodinkam Citizen AS402052E EcoDrive Promaster SKY. Dakujem. scanovani na
Canon PIXMA MG5550 Tiskarna multifunkcni Canon PIXMA MG5550 8580B006 cerna Vlozil Jozef
HOZA 20200817 120535 Dobry den, nemohu nastavis scanovani, muzete mi poslat navod ci popsat
popstup pri skenovani Dekuji. Jozef Hoza. To calculate the overall star rating and percentage
breakdown by star, we don’t use a simple average. Instead, our system considers things like how
recent a review is and if the reviewer bought the item on Amazon.
It also analyzes reviews to verify trustworthiness. See All Buying Options Add to Wish List Disabling
it will result in some disabled or missing features. You can still see all customer reviews for the
product. First off, the titanium band coupled with the titanium case with stainless steal case backing
is an extremely lightweight watch. It also packs a lot of features into such a great value too. This is

my 2nd Pathfinder I have 2 other Pro Trek watches and 2 Suunto watches and like its ProTrek
brethren are worth the money. Moving between function is the same across all of the digital models.
You use the Mode button to move between the major functions and the corresponding ABC buttons
for Altimeter, Barometer and Compass functions. This model also has the moon and tidal information
which is great I think since I am on the West Coast and do frequent the beaches regularly. Now if I
lived in a landlocked area, then the utility of this watch would probably not be all that great. That
aside, the functions all work solidly on this and the other models within the product line. My
suggestion is that if your budget affords it, get the ones with atomic timekeeping. Of course, the
tough solar feature is great too. First, in order to get an accurate reading with the temperature, you
want to ensure that you remove the watch from your wrist. Seemed odd to me at first but after
thinking about this subject and reading other reviews, it just make sense. Your own body heat will
affect the watches reading because its right against your skin. Ive read in some reviews that people
dont think the altimeter is accurate at all either. All 4 models give me the same reading for my
house, so I cant believe theyre all incorrect or inaccurate. I also read a review where the person said
he wished Casio would make an altimeter function that would work for skiing. Its a solid watch all
around and if you find yourself being near the water itll be very very helpful.
May 2012 Update Just came from the UK yesterday and I brought this watch with me. Having
changed the home city to London for the duration of my stay there, this watch kept me on time for
buses and the subway. All I did each night before going to bed was make sure the watch was near a
window and that the 12 hand was point towards the window and I got my update each evening.
Regarding the watch band, titanium is meant to be durable, not come through without a scratch.
Mine has started scuffing a bit but this is to be expected and should NOT be considered a defect or a
drawback. You buy the titanium banded version for its durability and strength, not how well it holds
up to scuffing. You wont regret picking it up. First, the titanium band is very scratchable. For some
reason it never occurred to me that a titanium watch band would look like a very strong cat got to it
after a year of use. Maybe that is the price of the watch being light for its size. Also the paint on the
N, W, S, E has worn off a lot. Maybe no paint next time. Neither of these things would bother me so
much if it was not a fairly expensive pathfinder watch. I kind of expected it to handle lifes
adventures a little better. UPDATE Before the 18 month mark the watch started to fall apart buttons,
band. Recommendation If you want a watch that looks good and sporty and you dont mind replacing
it in two years or less, yes. If you are actually active or you expect a sporty watch to be tough, no.
Please try again later. Eric 5.0 out of 5 stars I can say that this is a solid ABC watch. First off, the
titanium band coupled with the titanium case with stainless steal case backing is an extremely
lightweight watch. You wont regret picking it up.Please try again later. Please try again later. Peter
W. Somers 4.0 out of 5 stars I originally took it to a jeweler. I originally took it to a jeweler who
adjusted the band to fit my arm he said those were difficult to do correctly.
The altimeter is variable but based on atmospheric pressure so it will change it is not bad when the
weather is consistent. I used it during my hike along the John Muir trail in 2010 and was glad I had
it.knowing the altitude helps you pinpoint your location on a map better. I dove the Carribean sea off
the coast of Mexico to 65 ft.I have bent the pins on the band several times and taken them to a local
jeweler to be replaced. Now the slot holding one of the pins is breaking where it is plastic I am
sending it in to be repaired if that is possible. I really like these watches and find the sensors to be
reasonable. I use the compass frequently, but necessarily to navigate by mostly just to get a general
orientation. I would use a Suunto compass if I had to actually navigate off trail or otherwise. I have
had no trouble with the battery or the atomic time updates. My watch looks like it has been through
a war zone several times over, but it still works. I just need to get the band repaired so I can wear
it.Please try again later. Please try again later. Ivan 4.0 out of 5 stars Pros The watch is very rugged
and durable. It is solar powered so there isnt any worry about replacing the battery every two years.
Although rather large in size, the watch is not heavy and does not look ridiculous or strange even on

my small wrist. It has a ton of features that work pretty much as advertised and could be very
helpful depending on the activity. I have not yet been able to receive a signal to sync with the atomic
clock and I have tried everything the manual mentioned. The compass can be accessed only for 15
seconds after which you have to keep pressing the button to access it again. I suspect this is due to
battery life issues. Overall I wish I had the option to give it 4.5 stars; however Amazon does not
allow it. My.5 reduction is for not being able to sync with the atomic clock, which is a rather
important feature of the watch.
Basically, the watch is exactly what it claims to be, no more, no less and I think its fairly priced for
everything that it offers, I definitely recommend it.Please try again later. Please try again later. R.
Proulx 5.0 out of 5 stars I have used it for three years of serious mountaineering and can attest to
the high degree of accuracy of the compass, altimeter, and barometer. For determining altitude, I
trust it far more than my Garmin GPS, and only slightly less than my Magellan GPS. As a former
member of the U.S.A.F. Air Weather Service, I know quite well the difference between good and bad
scientific instruments. On occasion, some function on my older model stopped working either
because one of the four alkaline batteries went dead, or due to extremely cold conditions. I have also
used the 1500 in extremely hot climes, once measuring a temperature of 52 degrees Celsius. So,
neither extreme heat nor extreme cold seems to affect the 1500. At night, I particularly like the auto
light function. With a flick of your wrist, the screen lights up without need to press any button. As I
do quite a bit of climbing at night, while wearing thick mittens or gloves, this is a huge plus. If you
dont like this function, it can be deactivated. As my eyes are now getting worse with age, I am
seriously considering stepping up to the newer Casio Protek PRW 2500T7, as it seems from the
photos to have a slightly higher contrast screen than the 1500. The only reason I mention this newer
model is to show what complete confidence I have in Casio after using the 1500 for so long. I have
no doubts whatsoever that the 2500 would be great as well.Please try again later. Please try again
later. SkyKnight 4.0 out of 5 stars Battery I think that mine developed some kind of issue with the
battery, as it always reads high charge, even when it goes dead. I dont know if this is common, but I
am disappointed that there would ever be an issue at this cost.
My solution; leave it in the sun on a window sill for a couple of days every 23 weeks. Compass Pretty
accurate, well within the 23 degree advertised accuracy. I love that I can program the declination, as
this makes it all that much easier for navigation. Altimeter Even after adjusting the altimeter with
known elevations, it still doesnt seem to be very accurate. Barometer I never tested this feature as it
just doesnt matter that much to me, but seems to be functional. Atomic updates I have mine set to
update at midnight daily, and always had good results. Except in Africa, but Im pretty sure that
Casio is upfront about where it will update, and Africa isnt one of those places. Durability This thing
has done two years of tough duty with a US Army parachutist, and still looks new. The titanium is
almost definitely the reason why and it is very lightweight too. I would expect it to stand up to just
about anyones lifestyle. Other moon phase display Its not something that I would brag about, as
most people can look up and see the moon, but it is accurate.And I live in Colorado where the tide is
insignificant.Overall, Im still pretty happy about this watch and aside from the battery issue am
extremely pleased with this watch.Please try again later. Please try again later. jcgoobee 4.0 out of 5
stars At the first glance, this Titanium watch is rather subtle. The touch of the band is nice and
smooth. Though it is very light, it doesnt feel cheap. In fact, the balance is just right. Pathfinder and
GShock series are infamous of its size, and this one is no exception. The LCD layout is very good. Its
informative yet not too busy like the Citizen Skyhawk. All the ABC meterings are right on. I had to
reset the altimeter at the sea level but it has been very accurate since. I didnt have to do other
calibration for Barometer and Compass at all. The control of the buttons are logically laid out.
However, I suggest the owner to grab a cup of coffee, sit at the quiet area, and spend about 1 hour
to read through the entire manual. Its thick and lenghthy. But once you understand the logic to set

your watch, its relatively easy. Solar Battery is awesome. I put my watch underneath my desk lamp
to be charged at night. I never run into any lowbattery issue at all. Atomic sync is another great
feature. I live in Sunnyvale, California. I put my watch by my night stand and it syncs up every night
without issue. I dont even have to put it next to the window. Conclusion Great watch in general.
There are three things that can be improved 1 User Manual can be better written. 2 The alarm is too
soft 3 The illuminator only stays around 3 seconds which is a bit short. If you woke up in the middle
of the night, you have to be very alert to read the time that displays only for 3 short seconds.
Granted you can press the button to reilluminate it again. Suunto is much more stylish than
Pathfinder, but its built quality has been subpar these days. Casio Pathfinder is like a Toyota Camry.
Its not stylish in anyway you look at it, but it performs very well and reliable. Hope my two cents
help.Please try again later. Please try again later. norske 4.0 out of 5 stars Ill have to see if a local
watch guy can fix it maybe the solarrechargeable battery is just shot. Update 20130105 As it turns
out, it WAS the battery that was bad. It synced the time overnight so I know its all good. Now I need
to check into a battery for the Casio this one replaced Ill bet ITS battery is also shot. I hadnt given a
thought that these things even had batteries. Im upping my review from 3 to 4 stars. Theres too
many features on the watch that I dont use. I really just need the dual time zone and solar power. Of
course, I knew they were included at the time shame on me.Please try again later. Please try again
later. WBS 5.

